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ATDML Jan 2021 Virtual Crop Class
By Ann Freeman
Kaisercraft Native Breeze

Kit Contents:
- Kaisercraft Native Breeze
papers
- 2 x cardstock
- Ephemera pack
I’ve made three layouts to share
with you today using these papers
which I hope you enjoy. There is
enough scope to change them
up a bit and make them your
own which I hope you will do.
Layout 1
1. Use the Wattle Flower paper as your background – remove the title strip and
retain, then orientate the page so the floral element on the paper is in the
top left corner.
2. Next cut out a number of the boxes from the Southern Sky paper using my
layout to guide you. Two of them I removed the centres so they were just a
frame, one of which I used to house my photo.
3. Cut a square from the Native Flock paper to cover the text on one of the
square blocks
4. Arrange your frames and shapes as desired on the page being sure to touch
the floral element printed on the background so it is included in the cluster.
5. Add ephemera pieces from your pack as desired.
6. Make your journaling boxes from a strip cut from the edge of the White
cardstock which is trimmed to 11½” square for layout 3. Draw a border round
these in keeping with the frames on the page.

Layout 2 - Together
1. Take your Eucalyptus paper and with the foliage running horizontally across
the top trim to 12” wide by 9” tall
2. Add a 12” x 3½” piece of the olive spotty side of the Pink Protea paper to the
top with the overlap behind the Eucalyptus page so you make a 12x12
background from these two pieces.
3. Add the olive /white border strip from one of the papers along the bottom of
your page
4. From the Southern Sky paper chose a title piece (I used “Together is our
favourite place to be”) and add this to the top of your page over the join on
the two papers, aligned to the left (as shown in the layout image).
5. Then take another border strip (I used the black with flecks one) and add to
the left and right of your title (I used the remainder of this border strip on
layout 3)
6. Next cut 3 identical sized blocks from the top row of the Southern Sky paper
and use them to house your photos leaving the frames around the edge –
then layer these (landscape orientated) along the top of your page. I added
some of the olive dot to my white frame before adding my photo as it stood
out too much otherwise.
7. To complete this layout add a couple more strips of white card, with frames
drawn on to house your journaling in the bottom right corner of the page
along with some more ephemera from your pack.

Layout 3 – Together
1. Add your 11 ½” white card square to the red card in the kit for your
background.
2. Using heart punches and/or homemade templates cut a selection of hearts
from the papers with drawn borders to help define them. Then layer these
down the left of your page along with some hearts drawn directly onto the
background.
3. Add your photos as desired, you can either shape these into hearts or add
on top – the choice is yours. I mounted one of mine on another of the blocks
from the Southern Sky paper
4. Add the remaining black with flecks border strip towards the bottom adding
the “together” title from the ephemera pack. (I also added “life is a journey”
which was trimmed again from one of the border strips)
5. Add a couple more hearts to the right of this strip and add journaling lines
beneath.
6. Complete the page with a few heart themed ephemera elements from your
pack and some squiggly doodled lines.
I hope you have enjoyed taking this class.
For further ideas, products and information please visit
www.atripdownmemorylane.co.uk
http://createdbyatdml.blogspot.com
Search ATDML # Create of Facebook

